The exact tagging of the words in the texts is a very important task in the natural language processing. It can support parsing the text, contribute to the solution of the polysemous word, and help to access a semantic information, etc. One of crucial factors in the POS (Part-ofSpeech) tagging approaches based on the statistical method is the processing time. In this paper, we propose an approach to calculate the pruning threshold, which can apply into the Viterbi algorithm of Hidden Markov model for tagging the texts in the natural language processing. Experiment on the 1.000.000 words on the tag of the Wall Street Journal corpus showed that our proposed solution is satisfactory.
INTRODUCTION
The tagging is defined as an automatic assignment of descriptors (or tags) to input tokens. Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is a selecting process to find the most likely sequence of syntactic categories for words in a sentence. It is a very important problem in natural language processing. Several approaches have been developed [1] , which include taggers based on handwritten rules, n-gram automatically derived from tagged text corpora, Hidden Markov models, symbolic language models, machine learning, and hybrid taggers [2] .
Among the above approaches, one based on the Hidden Markov model (HMM) can offer prominent results [3] . Especially, when using the Viterbi algorithm, it can achieve an accuracy rate of over 95 percent [4] . However, its complexity is a challenge. For a problem involving T words and K lexical categories, the algorithm which is to find the most likely sequence requires K 2 * T steps for bigram and K 3 * T steps for trigram. When K increases, the original Viterbi algorithm becomes slow.
For this reason, several investigators have developed techniques to try to reduce the generation time and memory consumption in practice. They are based on the heuristic pruning methods. However, the heuristic pruning techniques may miss essential parts of the search tree, caused by wrong decisions while pruning. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to calculate the pruning threshold, and apply it into the Viterbi algorithm of HMM. Beam search is a heuristic method for the combinatorial optimization problems, which has extensively been studying in artificial intelligence [5] . The method combining the Viterbi algorithm with Beam pruning technique is useful to compress the search space, which reduces the computational complexity [6] . The base difference of our solution from traditional heuristic pruning techniques is that the search pruning formula is proposed instead of using a heuristic.
RELATED WORKS

Hidden Markov model
In 1913, Andrey Markov asked a less controversial question about Pushkin' text: could we use frequency counts from the texts to help compute the probability that the letter in sequence would be the vowels. Afterwards, Hidden Markov models are applied in temporal pattern recognition as speech, handwriting, gesture recognition, part-of-speech tagging, partial discharges and bioinformatics, etc. and named a Markov process [7] . The Hidden Markov model is one of the most important machine learning models in speech and language processing. A Markov chain is a special case of the Markov process when states can be numbered. Figure 1 shows a Markov chain for assigning a probability to the sequence of categories, for which the category consists of ART, N, V, and P. A Markov chain embodies an important assumption about these probabilities. In the first-order Markov chain, the probability of a particular state depends only on the previous state [4]. The Markov chain is a random process that undergoes transitions from one state to another on a state space. It must possess a property that is usually characterized as memoryless: the probability distribution of the next state depends only on the current state and not on the sequence of events that preceded it [8] . This specific kind of memoryless is called the Markov property. A stochastic process has the Markov property if the conditional probability distribution of future states of the process depends only upon the present state, not on the sequence of events that preceded it. A process with this property is called a Markov process. The Markov property can be defined as follows: suppose S = {S 0 , S 1 … S n } are states in state-space, S i ∈ W 1≤ t ≤ n, where W is the finite set of possible symbols. We said that S i has Markov property if the A Markov chain is useful when we need to compute a probability for a sequence of events that we can observe in the real world. In many cases, however, the events we may not be directly observable. For example, part-of-speech tagging, a HMM allows us to talk about both observed events (like words that we see in the input) and hidden events (like part-of-speech tags) that we think of as causal factors in probabilistic model [7] . The word hidden means unobserved states in the Markov model. For example, the sequence words: the flies like flowers, the word flowers could be generated from state N with a probability of 0.05, or at state V with a probability of 0.053 [4, page 200] . Like this, a probability of string "the flies like flowers", with a different category is the difference.
Beam Search
A beam search ranks all the alternatives produced so far by their probabilities, and always just expand the most likely sequences [9] . This continues to be done at each time point until the entire output is covered by an interpretation. This is a simple modification to the basic Viterbi algorithm.
It can be seen that the original Viterbi algorithm was driven by a loop that traserves each position in the input, namely
where, W t ∈ W = W 1 W 2 …W T is a sequence of words, C i ∈ Ĉ = C 1 C 2 …C K is a sequence of lexical categories, t (i) is a probability of W t with a category C i , Pr (C i | C j ) is a probability of a category C i in context of lexical category C j , Pr (W t | C i ) a probability of word W t in context of lexical category C i .
All K states (the i's) were looped and a Max calculation of a formula (1) over all K predecessor states (the j's) was done by the process for each input position, i.e., K 2 operations. The unpromising states at every step are pruned out by a beam search, leaving only the best nodes to calculate the next states. By using several different methods, we can decide how many to keep. We, for example, make a decision to keep a fixed number at each step, say D nodes. Alternately, we could choose the factor H and delete all states that have a probability less than m*H, where m is the maximum probability for a state at that time. For instance, we would only retain hypotheses that the score is greater than the half of the maximum one at that time if
For more detail, we decide to keep all nodes that m*K ≥ k threshold at each step. We create an array called beam, the set indices of states above threshold at time t will be stored by each element of which. The formula (1) have been presented with
Then, by finding the maximum value M t at time t, we can compute beam(t) and delete the states below the threshold of M t *H. The number of operations in the inner loop to be D*K has been reduced with this change, where D is the average number of states above threshold from M t to M t *H. We can make this a manageable number by setting v. For instance, with the lexicalgeneration and bigram probabilities, we take the problem of finding the most likely categories for the sentence "the flies like flowers" into consideration. It is showed that there are 4 possible categories and 4 4 = 256 different sequences of length four.
We consider the part of speech tagging example for the sentence "the flies like flowers". In Table 2 indicates the beam -search Viterbi just retaining entries that are within the factor of 0.01 for the flies like flowers. In this table, there are three stages, which retain just one entry. During the search, the algorithm considers 5×4 = 20 possibilities [10] . Table 3 presents a fixed beam width of two (i.e., the two best ones at each point are kept) of the beam search Viterbi. Here there are two entries for every stage, thus the algorithm calculates 8*4 = 32 possibilities.
PROPOSED APPROACH
Pruning in the beam search can be classified into two broad categories. The first approach, called complete anytime beam search was introduced by Zhang [11] . This algorithm calls a beam search, and if the beam search fails to find a solution, it tries again with a larger beam. Eventually this algorithm will find a solution because at some point the beam will become so large that no important thing is pruned. This approach has the serious drawback that the amount of space required to search to a given depth increases as time passes. An alternative approach is to expand pruned nodes without restarting the search. This is the approach taken in Limited discrepancy beam search [12] , and beam-stack search [13] . Both beam-stack search and Limited discrepancy beam search reconsider pruned nodes without restarting the search, but they do so in a very systematic manner that does not consider heuristic information. Both algorithms approaches allow a complete exploration of the search space, but this completeness comes at a cost.
Using a too narrow or tight beam (too low beam width D, a factor h) in Viterbi beam search can prune the best path, and may return errors [10] . But using a too large beam is unnecessary for computation in searching unlikely paths. That is disadvantage of search methods using heuristic. In the formula (2), pruning beam search techniques only focus on t-1 (j), and determine pruning threshold by experimental. This paper proposes a formula to calculate pruning threshold ( t-1 (j)*P(C i |C j )) automatically, and apply it into the Viterbi algorithm of HMM.
The Viterbi Algorithm
With the exhausted search, we have to search the maximum N T possibles for a sentence of T words and N tags for each word. Luckily, it is unnecessary to enumerate N T paths because we can construct the dynamic programming algorithms for the above problem. One of these algorithms is the Viterbi Algorithm of HMM.
To take the searching the above HMM on the input of the sentence the flies like flowers into consideration. We have many steps to deal with: -To compute a maximum probability rather than a minimum distance -To find routes at each point in time. With an HMM, it is necessary to generalize the algorithm to solve probability distributions over states and to keep a separate record for each state at each time point (record of state C i at time i will have a different record of state C i at time i-1).
-To look for the best path whatever state it ends in.
The details of the algorithm are shown in Figure 3 . This algorithm operates by computing the values of these two arrays that are SeqScore (i,t) and BACKPTR(i,t). The algorithm will search the probability of the best sequence leading to each possible category at each position in the search space. We use an NxT array for this space, where N is the number of lexical categories (C 1 …L N ) and T is the number of words in the sentence (w 1 ..w T ). The SeqScore(i, t) array records the maximum probability of a word W t in category C i . Another NxT array is the BACKPTR(i,t) that will indicate for each category in each position what the preceding category is in the best sequence at position i-1. 
Integrating pruning calculation threshold into the Viterbi algorithm
The time (or the number of steps) which takes to complete a program depends on some factors such as the code of compiler, state and compute code, data, big O, etc.
Dataset
We use a part of the Penn Treebank corpus (about 1,000,000 words annotated with POS). The Penn treebank POS tag set has 36 POS tags plus 12 others for punctuations and special symbols. 36.65 % of words have more than one lexical category (average is 2.44 lexical categories per a word). And 63.35 % of words have one lexical category. The average value is 1.47 lexical categories per a word for total 1,000,000 words [14] . This is the problem of spare data. Therefore, its probability in this category could be calculated as 0, so the probability of the overall sentence containing the word would be 0 too. For this reason, they have other calculated techniques to address the problem of estimating the above low probabilities. The technique to solve the zero probability problem is that we might add a small amount, say 0.5 to every count before the estimating probabilities Pr(Wt | Ci), and assign for Pr(Ci | Cj) = 10 -6 with probabilities of Pr(Ci | Cj) = 0. This guarantees that there are not the retaining zero probabilities. They called this estimation technique is the expected likelihood estimator (ELE) [4] . for t = 2 to T do /* T is the number of the word in a sentence */ for i = 1 to N do SeqScore (i,t) = Max (SeqScore (j,t -1)* Pr (C i | C j ))* Pr (W t | C i ), với j = 1,..N BACKPTR(i,t) = index of j that gave the max above Sequence Identification Step:
Algorithm analysis
Analysing the base Viterbi algorithm, we have found that, one step t (t = 2,...,T), Viterbi algorithm have to calculate a probability of a word to take out Max a formula (3) .
Notation: P = Max(SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j )), with j = 1..K
Result of the P formula will be depended on two parts: SeqScore(j,t -1) and Pr(C i | C j ), which means that we need find two formulas SeqScore(j,t -1) and Pr(C i | C j ) such that the product SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ) is maximal.
The Breadth-First-Search algorithm [15] with a suitable heuristic will make a result search fastest for the SeqScore(j,t -1). However, Pr(C i | C j ) may be not large enough to create a maximal P. A solution to make the maximal P is presented in section 3.3.
Threshold factor
Although we do not know the SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ) result when it is maximal, oneself on the data characteristic and the past processing, we can know when to stop process calculate P. The parameter to control this process is called the Threshold factor. With this assumption, a calculation step, t is always made a result like a formula (4).
SeqScore(j,t -1) >= SeqScore(j+1,t -1). (by sorting)
Setting up Pr max (C i | C j ) is the maximal value in the Pr(C i | C j ) values, with j,i = 1,…,N.
We make an examination of the formula P = Max (SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j )), with j = 1,…,N. We realize that we can stop the calculation of P, if the SeqScore(j,t -1)*Pr(C i |C j ) >= SeqScore(j+1,t -1)*Pr max (C i | C j ) in the j-th step. Due to, SeqScore(r,t -1) < SeqScore(j+1,t -1), where r = j+2…N (by the assumption in a formula (4)).
To reduce the number of the multiplification operations in the algorithm, we change an inequality:
SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ) >= SeqScore(j+1,t -1)* Pr max (C i | C j )
By SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ) / Pr max (C i | C j ) >= SeqScore(j+1,t -1)
Set up dBeam = Pr(C i | C j ) / Pr max (C i | C j ),
Proposed algorithm -The pruning Viterbi algorithm
We can calculate dBeam, before the program is run, and we call the dBeam, Threshold factor. In addition, we add a variable to rank for the Pr (C i | C j ) that is called the iBack. The details of the proposed algorithm are shown in Figure 4 .
The difference between the base Viterbi algorithm and the pruning Viterbi algorithm is in the Iteration
Step. In addition, we create an established Heap algorithm to get the biggest element in SeqScore(t,N) array in such a way that it is fastest. We use the statistical method to compare the time it takes to complete the program between the base Viterbi algorithm and the pruning Viterbi algorithm. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We used a part of the Penn Treebank corpus for training and testing [16] . We divided the corpus into two parts: the training and test set. We chose randomly the 3000 sentences in the WSJ part of the Penn Treebank corpus that sentences have different length. In addition, attaching the variable counts to determine the If statements and assignment statements in the pruning Viterbi algorithm. By assuming that an If statements and an assignment statement have the same run time, as shown in Table 4 . To sort the probabilities Pr(W t | C i ) in the decrease order, this task helps to make heap faster, due to we do not need to change the position of the elements (following the strategy to optimize partiality [2] ).
To calculate rank and threshold of components in tab Pr(C i | C j ).  Step 2: Using pruning technology in the Iteration Step of Viterbi algorithm (i) for t = 2 to T do (ii)
if ((rank of Pr(C i | C 1 )>1) and (SeqScore (0,t -1)* Pr(C i | C 0 ).dBeam < SeqScore(1,t-1))) then (iii) for j=2 to K do begin (5) if (SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ).dBeam >= SeqScore (j+1,t -1)) then // exit for with j argument; (6) A = SeqScore(j,t -1)* Pr(C i | C j ); (7) if (A>PMax) then begin (8) PMax=A; (9) max = j; end; end; (10) SeqScore(i,t) = PMax* Pr(W t | C i ); (11) BackPtr(i,t) = max; end; By counting the number of commands to perform two algorithms Viterbi algorithm the base (Tg origin ) and the Viterbi algorithm pruning (Tg pruning ) and compare the statements executed by the formula (8), the results showed that the pruning algorithm Viterbi algorithm implementation of commands less than the base algorithm Viterbi algorithm. But to get the full survey on the effectiveness and speed of calculation, the article needs further experimentation on the other Tree banks. On the other hand, the contribution of this paper is made by formula beam threshold. This threshold is calculated based on the probability of both components t-1 (j) * P (C i | C j ) instead of having to select the threshold from empirical through t-1 (j).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an approach to calculate the pruning threshold, and apply it into the original Viterbi algorithm. The basic difference of our solution from traditional heuristic pruning techniques is that the search pruning method is proposed instead of using a heuristic. Although the result of the proposed solution is rather satisfactory on the Wall Street Journal, this proposal should carry out the experimental study on the other Treebanks.
